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THIS WEEK’S HIGHLIGHTS   TELEVISION & RADIO / BBC WEEK 48 & 49 
 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
MONDAY 26 NOVEMBER 
Shedding The Fat  NEW                    BBC One Scotland 
 
SATURDAY 1 DECEMBER 
Na Trads 2018  NEW     BBC ALBA 
 

MONDAY 3 DECEMBER 
Rise of the Clans, Ep 1/3  NEW    BBC One Scotland 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Viewers outside Scotland can access BBC One Scotland on Sky 141 (HD) & 951, Freesat 108 (HD) & 960, Virgin Media 108 
(HD) & 862. BBC Two Scotland can be viewed on Sky 142 (HD) & 970, Freesat 970. BBC ALBA is on Sky 143, Freesat 110, 
Virgin Media 188, Freeview 8 (Scotland only). BBC Radio Scotland can be accessed on Sky 0116, Freesat 712, Freeview 719 
(Scotland only). BBC One Scotland, BBC Two Scotland and BBC ALBA are also available on the BBC iPlayer 
bbc.co.uk/iplayer & BBC Radio Scotland on bbc.co.uk/radioscotland 

  

http://www.bbc.co.uk/mediacentre/search/?tag=Scotland
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EDITORIAL 2018 / BBC WEEKS 48 & 49 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Funny Firsts – BBC Scotland showcases a collection of  
multi-platform new comedy on TV , Radio and iPlayer 

 
Showcasing Scottish comedy talent across TV, Radio and iPlayer, BBC Scotland presents 
‘Funny Firsts’ - a month of multi-platform experimental comedy from late November featuring 
talent including Robert Florence, Fern Brady, Ashley Storrie, Larry Dean and Des Clarke, 
amongst others. 
 
The Comedy Underground, Breaking The News, The State of It, Whiplashed, The 
Farm, Don’t Ask Fern, The Social presents…Comedy and Short Stuff are the comedy 
titles which aim to get Scotland sniggering and laughing out loud.  
 
Launching four weeks of Friday night TV comedy, The Comedy Underground debuts on 
BBC Two Scotland on the 23 November at 10.00pm. Presented by rising star Ashley Storrie, 
The Comedy Underground is a stand-up show, bringing together the best, brightest and 
most exciting comedians gigging in Scotland right now including Susan Riddell, Stuart 
McPherson, Christopher KC, Donald Alexander and Ray Bradshaw. Later that night, on BBC 
Radio Scotland, there’s a chance to hear some more stand-up shenanigans along with some 
backstage chat with the comedians as they stepped off stage.  
 
This is followed by popular topical satire show Breaking The News which makes its TV 
debut on St Andrew’s Night (Friday 30 November). The panel show fronted by Des Clarke 
premieres earlier that day on BBC Radio Scotland as it takes a satirical view of the week’s 
news headlines.  
 
Next up, on Friday 7 December, brand new late night comedy The State Of It sees host 
Robert Florence take a look at the state of Scotland and the world at large. Featuring 
explosive sketches, satirical animation and topical contributions from a range of new Scottish 
comic talent, The State of It is produced and directed by the team behind the BAFTA 
Scotland award-winning Scot Squad. 
 
And last, but not least, on-the-road- panel-show Whiplashed debuts on Friday 14 December. 
Host Larry Dean puts team captains – and fellow comedians – Christopher Macarthur-Boyd 
and Fern Brady through their paces as they take to the road. Joined by TV personality Aggie 
MacKenzie and Still Game’s Scott Reid, their road trip takes a series of unexpected and 
anarchic turns, all engineered by Larry, intent on leaving them feeling Whiplashed. 
 
Exclusive to BBC iPlayer, four original comedies – Don’t Ask Fern, The Farm, The Social 
presents…Comedy and Short Stuff - offer more laughs online which debut from Friday 23 
November at 10.30pm at bbc.co.uk/iplayer.  
 
Comedian Fern Brady becomes and anti-agony Aunt in Don’t Ask Fern giving all-too-honest 
advice to the masses; Perthshire farmer Jim Smith offers a unique insight on life in mini-
mockumentary The Farm which also stars Ann Louise Ross and Chris Forbes; BBC 
Scotland’s experimental emerging talent strand The Social presents…Comedy showcases 
its funniest new comedy faces with presenter Marjolein Robertson guiding audiences 
through the sketches; while there’s a compilation of comedy treats in the second instalment 
of Short Stuff. 
 
Gavin Smith, BBC Scotland’s Commissioning Executive, Comedy, Drama & Entertainment, 
says: “Our Funny Firsts is a chance for audiences to try an array of our comedy in new and 
exciting ways. Whether that’s the first Scottish satire show to be broadcast on radio and TV 



on the same day, or the first chance for the audience to see the best emerging stand-up 
comedians, or the release of BBC Scotland’s first digital shorts sitcom on iPlayer - there’s 
lots of new ideas, new faces and laughs across all our platforms for all audiences.”  
 
These new multiplatform productions highlight BBC Scotland’s commitment to produce 
distinctive and reflective Scottish output complimenting established comedy brands including 
Still Game, Scot Squad and Burnistoun. These comedies come ahead of the forthcoming 
launch of BBC Scotland’s new TV channel in early 2019 - the largest single investment by 
the BBC in content in Scotland in a generation.  
 
The Comedy Underground, The Social presents…Comedy and Breaking The News are 
BBC Scotland in-house productions; The State of It is a Comedy Unit production; 
Whiplashed is made by Hungry Bear Media; The Farm and Short Stuff are BBC Studios, 
Scotland productions and Don’t Ask Fern is made by Hopscotch Films.  The commissioners 
are Gavin Smith (TV), Gareth Hydes (Radio) and Louise Thornton (Digital) for BBC 
Scotland.  
 
JW 
  



MONDAY 26 NOVEMBER   TELEVISION & RADIO HIGHLIGHTS / BBC WEEK 48 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Shedding The Fat  NEW 
Monday 26 November 
BBC One Scotland, 9.00 – 10.00pm 
 
Scotland has the highest level of obesity in Europe and bariatric surgery is increasingly being seen as 
a way to tackle the problem.  
Ayrshire is one of the worst affected areas and Ayr Hospital, as a result, has one of the country’s 
leading bariatric units. In this frank documentary, film-makers go behind the scenes to meet the 
people hoping to have life-changing operations there as well as the surgeon treating them.  
Alison, of Auchinleck, weighs nearly 24st and is being assessed for surgery which will see the 
capacity of her stomach cut by 90 per cent. She’s hopeful it will help her dramatically change her 
lifestyle, fit into more flattering clothes and be more active with her three-year-old grand-daughter. 
“I could look at a cream cake and put on 5lbs,” she says. “Lick it, and I’ll put on 10lbs. We’re the same 
as ordinary folk, just fatter. We want to live - we want to have a life and not just an existence.” 
In Ardrossan, dad-of-three Stephen weighs over 26st and is hoping weight loss surgery will cure his 
type II diabetes, but he’s struggling with the pre-procedure weight loss doctors have ordered.  
Stephanie also has health problems associated with her weight and has to walk with sticks because 
the excess pounds have made her arthritis unbearable. But with husband Stevie’s lack of portion 
control at home, she faces an uphill struggle. 
Patients from outwith the area are also treated at Ayr Hospital. Teresa, who lives in Annan in the 
Solway Firth, is pinning her hopes to reduce her 25st-size on gastric balloon surgery, but it doesn’t all 
go according to plan.  
Surgeon Dr Majid Ali is committed to helping the clinically obese but he’s frank about the effects of a 
poor diet. He says: “Eating junk food like crisps is like trading hours of your life. 
“The patients I deal with usually have some psychological baggage – low self-esteem, anxiety or 
depression. Bariatric surgery can give hope to people. It can increase the quality of their life, it can 
add years to their life and, for some, it can save their lives.” 
Shedding The Fat is a True Wonder production for BBC Scotland. 
 
LD 
 

TUESDAY 27 NOVEMBER  TELEVISION & RADIO HIGHLIGHTS / BBC WEEK 48 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
River City 
Tuesday 27 November 
BBC One Scotland HD, 8.00 – 9.00pm 
facebook.com/bbcrivercity 
twitter.com/bbcrivercity 
instagram.com/bbcrivercity 
 
This week in Shieldinch…keeping Ruby’s secret threatens to push Maggie over the edge; Kim makes 
a difficult decision about her mum, Isobel; and tension mounts between Alex and Lydia with Poppy 
caught in the middle. 
Maggie feels compromised keeping Ruby’s secret abortion from Caitlin. However, when Ruby 
collapses in the Oyster Café and is taken to hospital, Maggie pleads with her to come clean before 
the doctors uncover the truth. A scared Ruby convinces Maggie to continue the cover-up, deleting her 
hospital files until she’s caught red-handed by Suzie.  
Back at the hospital, with the doctors getting closer to the truth, Ruby blackmails Maggie – if she 
doesn’t stay quiet, she’ll tell her mother Maggie’s drinking again.  
Under pressure, Maggie fears she has no option but to reveal all to Caitlin, knowing there will be 
serious repercussions. 
Elsewhere, Kim receives an urgent call from the care home about her mother, Isobel, and arrives to 
find Isobel confused and distressed.  
Later, Kim learns Isobel has disappeared from the care home. A frantic search follows until she finds 
her mother safe in Shieldinch, leading Kim to make a decision to let Isobel live with her – much to 
Bob’s concern.  



To celebrate their insurance pay-out for the explosion, Lenny decides to throw a celebratory lunch for 
the Murdochs. Uncomfortable at spending more time together, Alex and Lydia squirm at the thought 
of playing happy families. Alex decides to invite Poppy as his date which irks Lydia.  
 
Ruby is played by Zindzi Hudson, Maggie by Kathryn Howden, Kim by Frances Thorburn, Isobel by 
Alison Peebles, Alex by Jordan Young, Lydia by Jacqueline Leonard, Poppy by Lindsey Campbell, 
Caitlin by Gayle Telfer Stevens, Suzie by Juliet Cadzow, Bob by Stephen Purdon and Lenny by Frank 
Gallagher. River City is a BBC Studios, Scotland production for BBC One Scotland. 
 
JW 
 

Women's Rugby International - Scotland v Canada 
Tuesday 27 November 
BBC ALBA, 6.50 – 8.55pm  
 
The first match of the new TV deal for women’s rugby on BBC ALBA. There’s full live coverage as 
Scotland host Canada - one of three capped Test matches outside of the Women’s Six Nations in the 
2018/19 season. The matches are designed to provide regular competitive fixtures as the squad 
continues to improve and targets qualification for Women’s Rugby World Cup in 2021. Kick-off is 
7.00pm at Scotstoun Stadium, Glasgow. 
 
IS 
 

WEDNESDAY 28 NOVEMBER    TELEVISION & RADIO HIGHLIGHTS / BBC WEEK 48 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
‘San Fhuil/ In The Blood 
Wednesday 28 November 
BBC ALBA, 9.00 – 10.00pm  
 
A personal portrait of a South Uist crofting township where the Greylag geese outnumber people 3:1. 
This series celebrates a way of life which has positively shaped this dynamic landscape and explores 
the challenges that the crofters face. 
Made from rock as old as the moon, Uist has been shaped by winds, tides and the people who have 
continuously worked this landscape for 5,000 years. The traditional crofting methods enable rare 
species of birds and flowers that are extinct elsewhere in the British Isles to thrive.  
Conflicts arise from the dramatic weather system and the front-line cycles of life and death. And also 
from flocking geese. 
Over the last 30 years, the resident population of Greylags has increased from less than 1,000 to over 
9,000 birds. With little to check the breeding Greylag, the geese are destroying the cultivation of Uist 
corn. 
How the crofters meet these and other challenges with wit, humour and determination is a core driver 
of the action. Always there is the need to sow the seed and cultivate the corn to feed the cattle. And to 
shepherd the sheep on the hills. 
The series portrays the instincts and wisdom that have always called people to live in close harmony 
with the land and how they use their wits and determination to overcome threats and adapt. “It’s in the 
blood”, as they say. 
 
IS 
 

FRIDAY 30 NOVEMBER  TELEVISION & RADIO HIGHLIGHTS / BBC WEEK 48 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Scottish Championship - Dundee United v Ayr United  
Friday 30 November 
BBC ALBA, 7.35 – 9.45pm  
 
Live football coverage from the Scottish Championship as Dundee United welcome Ayr United to 
Tannadice. United might have a fight on their hands from the newly-promoted visitors who are 
currently sitting four points clear at the top of the league.  
 



IS 
 

SATURDAY 1 DECEMBER   TELEVISION & RADIO HIGHLIGHTS / BBC WEEK 49 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Na Trads 2018  NEW 
Saturday 1 December 
BBC ALBA, 9.00 – 11.15pm  
 
The Trads - Scotland's Traditional Music Awards, 2018 - live from Perth.  
An all-star lineup that sees Isobel Ann Martin accompanied by Mr McFall’s Chamber, Mànran, Croft 
No5, Karine Polwart and Griogair Labhruidh amongst the acts that play live on the night.  
Following weeks of anticipation and a public vote, the evening will celebrate those who have 
influenced the traditional music scene. The Trads is a platform for some fantastic performances, 
coupled with the high drama and excitement that comes with an awards ceremony.  
Hosting the evening for the first time will be the new pairing of broadcaster Mary Ann Kennedy and 
musician Kim Carnie, who will be onstage for an evening of drama and fun as they honour the heroes 
of the traditional music world. 
 
IS 
 

MONDAY 3 DECEMBER   TELEVISION & RADIO HIGHLIGHTS / BBC WEEK 49 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Rise of the Clans, Ep 1/3  NEW  
Monday 3 December  
BBC One Scotland, 9.00-100pm 
 
Neil Oliver travels back in time for this new three-parter series to reveal the real life Game of Thrones; 
the story of Scotland’s ancient clans.  
As Rise of the Clans shows it is a blood-soaked saga of battles and feuds, loyalty and betrayal, love 
and death set against the country’s wild mountains and glens.  
In this first episode, Neil follows the clans as they rally behind Robert the Bruce in his against-all-odds 
bid to win Scotland’s crown. After their crucial role in crushing the English at Bannockburn in 1314, 
Bruce rewards the loyal Chiefs with land and titles. They will rise to shape the fate of kingdom in the 
centuries to come.  
 
HM 
 

TUESDAY 4 DECEMBER  TELEVISION & RADIO HIGHLIGHTS / BBC WEEK 49 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
River City 
Tuesday 4 December 
BBC One Scotland HD, 8.00 – 9.00pm 
facebook.com/bbcrivercity 
twitter.com/bbcrivercity 
instagram.com/bbcrivercity 
 
This week in Shieldinch…Lydia and Alex finally face up to their true feelings; Scarlett’s overwhelmed 
by guilt after visiting Dougie in jail; and Logan worries about Lou’s closeness to Amber while Suzie’s 
panto rehearsals flop. 
It’s the day of Charlotte’s test results but Amber’s missing. As Lydia goes in search of her wayward 
daughter, she’s shocked to discover Alex’s plans to leave Shieldinch.  
At the hospital, with Amber absent, Lydia and Lenny support their granddaughter in her time of need. 
Despite their fears, they’re thrilled to find out Charlotte’s in remission.  
Lydia decides to throw a party to celebrate and also stall Alex’s imminent departure. Lenny makes his 
excuses and leaves before collapsing at Amber Cabs. Suspicious of Lenny’s erratic behaviour, Lydia 
grows convinced he’s either cheating or up to dodgy deals.  
Later, as Alex and Lydia trade insults, passion takes hold and they give into temptation.  



Elsewhere, Scarlett visits Dougie in jail and is shocked to see he’s been beaten up. Feeling guilty, 
Scarlett urges Poppy to do whatever it takes to get him out on bail.  
Sensing his mother might sabotage Callum’s future and reveal the truth, Stevie urges her to keep 
quiet. However, Scarlett changes her police statement, leading to a surprising proposal.  
Lou offers to help Amber get sober but Logan urges her to steer clear. Suzie kick starts the panto 
rehearsals but clashes with Bernie and is disheartened by the drama which surrounds her.  
 
Lydia is played by Jacqueline Leonard, Alex by Jordan Young, Scarlett by Sally Howitt, Dougie by 
Stewart Porter, Logan by Kevin Mains, Lou by Lesley Hart, Amber by Jenny Hulse, Suzie by Juliet 
Cadzow, Charlotte by Daisy Veldhoven, Lenny by Frank Gallagher, Poppy by Lindsey Campbell, 
Callum by Ty McPhee, Stevie by Iain Robertson and Bernie by Barbara Rafferty.  
River City is a BBC Studios, Scotland for BBC Scotland.  
 
JW 
 

Opry Dhoire 
Tuesday 4 December 
BBC ALBA, 9.00 – 10.00pm  
 
Opry Dhoire, with a wealth of musicians who are at the heart of country music. The King of Country 
music - Daniel O’Donnell – presents and Anne Sinclair narrates as they give a warm welcome to the 
stars of country music.  
Tonight’s show features the talented Una Healy from ‘The Saturdays’ who recently released a country 
music album and Moya Brennan as the special guest. Recorded in front of a live audience, Opry 
introduces the cream of country music artists from the length and breadth of Ireland, from the 
Millennium Forum, Derry. 
 
IS 
 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

All Programme Information copy may be used free of charge on condition that it credits the relevant 
BBC programme or service. The material contained on the Programme Information pages is protected 
by copyright which is owned by the BBC. Material may not be reproduced or used other than in 
respect to BBC programmes © British Broadcasting Corporation 2018. Please note that television & 
radio programmes are subject to change. Schedule additions will be submitted in the event of any 
significant change. Transcripts of BBC Radio Scotland programmes are not available. 


